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BEHIND JAKARTA'S PROPAGANDA- Reports from Java

Despite very sparse reporting in the Indonesian news media (all subject to strict
government censorship) many Indonesians know what is happening inside East Timor.
Friends, relatives and parents of 'Indonesian soldiers in East Timor learn either
through direct accounts or through the death of those soldiers that war continues in
East Timor.

We present here some accounts of "people*s knowledge" collected by Australians who have
recently visited Indonesia. While these accounts do not carry the weight of "official
documents" in the world of governments, they do provide a broad picture which is more
consistent and believable than the official Indonesian government accounts (many of
which are demonstrably distorted or untrue). For this reason, we believe they are worth
publishing.

(Reports 1,3,and 4 were compiled by fluent Indonesian speakers. The names of our
correspondents and their informants are, for obvious reasons, not for publication)

REPORT No.l. JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1977 (Sources vindicated in text)

PARENTS NOT TOLD OF INDONESIAN CASUALTIES IN EAST TIMOR

" One man in Jakarta, whose brother is still fighting in East Timor, said there were at

least five hospitals in Jakarta receiving wounded soldiers from East Timor. However,
there was a policy of returning Jogja people to hospital in Jakarta and vice-versa, so
they wouldn't be in contact with relatives. There is much resentment at this and at the
fact that some go off to die in a war the parents are told nothing about. ( A student
quoted the case of a friend of his: the first the parents knew that their son had even
been in East Timor was when his uniform was returned to them after his death.) He

claimed the facts of the situation were widely known (e.g. that there had been a clumsy

and bloody invasion , that there were many Indonesian casualties still and that the
Indonesians controlled only a small area of the country) but not freely discussed. He
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said the units stationed there now included the KKO and RPKAD (Para^Commandoes) - prob

ably the two most highly trained units in the armed forces. A man in Bandung claimed that
there were units of the Siliwangi division (whose HQ is in Bandung) also stationed in

East Timor. If so, this would probably be in response to the excesses of the Brawijaya
division (East Java) at the time of the invasion: the Siliwangi are generally regarded as
the most westernised and disciplined of the Indonesian divisions. Some people-I spoke to

in Bandung mentioned that better-trained officers and NCOs were being sent to East Timor:
many Letnens (Second Lieutenants) Were sent there after their four years of training at

the military academy at Magelang ('Taruna'), likewise the lower ranks (NCOs) sent to
East Timor were from special schools. They said they didn't know why the young ones were

being sent but were trying to find out. Certainly many of these young soldiers didn't
agree with Indonesiafs actions but were closely supervised after their return from the
war zone and were unable to communicate.

INDONESIAN PEOPLE DON'T ACCEPT GOVERNMENT'S CLAIMS

"In Indonesia, information on the situation in East Timor is very scarce; such limited
information as we receive in Australia is in many cases more than even the better informed
Indonesians have access to. The newspaper image is of a successful and popularly desired
integration which already promises massive benefits to the people of East Timor. Where
it is mentioned at all, Fretilin is presented as a small band, lacking popular support.
News reports present a picture of accelerating 'development': the division of the terri
tory into 15 Kabupatens (admistrative districts) or the massive funding provided for the
building of new schools or the acceptance by Central Java of orphans from East Timor
^victims of Fretilin cruelty') or the visit of the Archbishop of Dili to Jakarta. This
general picture was of course often presented by people I spoke to, but almost everyone
who had some education or had some access to newspapers or radio, confirmed that Indo
nesian control was in fact quite marginal: outside the large towns, movements could be
made only under tank escort, and popular resentment of the new regime was variously
described as 'still there1 or 'increasing'. Nobody I spoke to actually expressed oppos
ition to the invasion, but many went as far as to say " it was a decision by the generals"
or " we had no say in it", and many could not understand why Indonesia wanted to add
another underdeveloped region to its already massive problems.

RELIGION AS A WEAPON IN EAST TIMOR ?

" I also spoke with the chaplain of one military division who had recently returned from
a tour of inspection in East Timor. He clearly identified closely with his job: ' I am

not a pastor - I am a soldier, a military chaplain. We are infantrymen.' Nor did he think
too much of the Timorese: he spoke mockingly of their primitive music, dancing and agric
ulture. He claimed that where possible Indonesian catholics were chosen to go to East

Timor, so that both the troops there and those filling civil service positions were
disproportionately catholic. Troops, though, were not necessarily from one area or div
ision: all parts of Java, Kalimantan and Sulawesi are represented. He claimed there
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were now only ten battalions of troops in East Timor (against the sixteen battalions
that were there earlier) and that these were garrison troops, not battle troops. The
'catholic' policy can be seen at other levels too: the army is putting helicopters at
the disposal of priests, trying to get them to visit outlying areas to spread the good
word about Indonesia and development and to coax Fretilin to give up the struggle. So
far the Portuguese priests have been no more interested in going to the bush than they
were in the old days. The government is also printing bibles by the thousand and
flying them in for distribution to the people: the ideological approach is always evi
dent in the government's dealings with dissenters, and religion is the first element
of the state ideology." (Editor's note: One-third of the population of East Timor is
nominally Catholic, the remainder maintaining traditional religions. Only a small
percentage of the population is Moslem.)

REPORT No.2. JANUARY 1977 (Sources: foreign journalists and Indonesian nationals)

INDONESIAN TROOPS IN EAST TIMOR

" Estimates of Indonesian troops in East Timor (including logistical support) at their
peak range from 23,000 to 40,000 with present estimates at 15-20,000. Some have been
withdrawn for election security. Numbers may increase for a dry season offensive after
the Indonesian elections in May 1977...

" It was difficult to determine which troops are in East Timor at present. One group
which apparently is still in East Timor is the H.ANSIP (Civil Defence Force) from

West Timor, which was reluctantly) part of the 'volunteer' force in the initial invasion
of the territory in December 1975...

" I heard that KKO elements (KKO are marines who took part in the initial invasion)

tried to organise, in Surabaya, a student demonstration against the war. There are non-
verifiable reports that Fretilin has avoided shooting KKO people. There is a persistent
story that there are Javanese fighting with Fretilin..."

REPORT No.3 JANUARY 1977 (Source: C.I.E.T. Press Release, Feb. 9, 1977)

"HOW FAMILIES OF INDONESIAN SOLDIERS KILLED IN EAST TIMOR ARE NOTIFIED OF
THEIR DEATH."

" A recent visitor to Indonesia visited three villages in one single area of Java. At

each village, the visitor inquired about, or was told about, soldiers from the villages

who had gone to East Timor. The visitor met families in each village who had mysteriously
found delivered to them,without explanation, a sewing machine each and 10,000 rupees

(approx. $ 25 Aust.) . They said they assumed this meant that their son or husband had

been killed.

Speaking to other soldiers, the visitor was told of a common occurence: soldiers are put

aboard planes and told they are going to another city in Java. Instead, they found them

selves in Kupang, the capital city of West Timor, and then are transported to East Timor."

REPORT NO.4 OCTOBER 1976 (Sources: journalists, church people, students)

1. Japanese military sources in Indonesia have received information from their Malaysian
counterparts who enjoy close ties with the Indonesian, military that there 30 - 40,000
Indonesian troops in East Timor - including logistic support.

2. The morale of Indonesian troops in East Timor is not good, for a number of reasons:

a) being a secret war, they receive no public recognition;

b) because of corruption amongst high-ranking officers, adequate rations are not reach

ing the front lines;

c) soldiers are earning less money - their involvement in the war deprives them of the
second job they usually take during peace time;

d) because of the protracted nature of the conflict and casualties inflicted by

Fretilin forces.
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3. A new wing has been added to the army hospital in Jakarta (R.S.Subroto ?) in recent
months - equipped by the US and heavily guarded, it is presumably for Indonesian troops
wounded in the East Timor conflict.

4. Civilians wishing to leave Kupang by means of army planes - the normal mode of trans
port by air - are known to have been delayed up to a week because planes were'booked out'
carrying casualties.

5. The Indonesians are not expected to launch a final assault aimed at complete liquid
ation of Fretilin until after the May 1977 general elections.

6. One journalist who.fought the Dutch 1945-9 commanded a unit containing some Timorese.
He commented admiringly on the Timorese guerillas' physical toughness, moral courage,
loyalty and excellent marksmanship, saying 'they could see in the dark*.

7. In the opinion of people I consulted, contact with families of Indonesian soldiers.or
returned soldiers themselves was out of the question. People would not risk talking on
such a sensitive matter unless they felt complete confidence in the listener. I judged
it was impossible to establish such a relationship in such a short time and was not pre
pared to place such people at risk because it is widely assumed they are subject to OPSUS
surveillance.

FOREIGN JOURNALISTS IN DILI - CLOSELY CONTROLLED

8. Two foreign journalists I met with visited Dili for the 'act of self-determination'
in June 1976:

- they were allowed only 3 hours in East Timor (Dili). They felt the Indonesians did not
want them there after dark.

- of the 24 (?) representatives assembled for the occasion, only the four representatives
from Dili were elected on the basis of one man-one vote; the others were selected by

and from community leaders with no grassroots participation.

- the assembly was conducted completely in Portugugese. No interpreter was supplied. As
neither journalist knew Portuguese, they could not understand the procedure or what
was being said. They could see no clear sign of a vote being taken.

- the crowds in Dili were composed mainly of women and children. The journalists were
told all the men were working.

- press corps movement was restricted to Dili, and within Dili to the road from the air
port into Dili and the street around 'the block immediately adjoining the assembly
venue.

- they were not able to talk to the people. One journalist attempted to but was told to
be careful because of the soldiers present. He told these people to find him later in
a restuarant, but the press was put on the plane without lunch immediately after the
assembly.

- no ships or aircraft were anywhere to be seen.

- the police controlling the crowd wore the same uniform as the police in Jakarta.

- the Chinese shops and restaurants were closed.

9. Malcolm Fraser's statement to the Indonesian parlijament during his October visit that

"we must look to the future" is clearly what the government wanted to hear. For example,

Adam Malik, Indonesia's Foreign Minister,answered a question on Australia's attitude by

saying that what mattered was their attitude now and in the future. "What Malcolm Fraser

says to his own Parliament is his business. What matters is what he says here'."

(Kompass, 18.10.76)
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FRETILIN'S ROGERIO LOBATO - An Interview

We reprint here extensive excerpts of an interview with Rogerio Lobato on the nature
of the struggle in East Timor. The interview comes from "Australian Left Review1',
No. 57, March 1977.

ROGERIO LOBATO is Minister for National Defence in the government of the
Democratic Republic of East Timor, and commander of FALINTIL (East Timor
National Liberation Forces).

He was sent out ofEast Timor with three other Ministers, by his government, a few
days before the full-scale Indonesian invasion on December 7, 1975 to carry out the
important diplomatic struggle abroad and to seek support for the war against the
Indonesian invaders.

Mr. Lobato has remained in constant contact with his government in the liberated
areas of East Timor. His whole family, including his elder brother, Nicolau Lobato,
Prime Minister ofthe Democratic Republic ofEast Timor, remain inside East Timor,

In the past year Rogerio Lobato has visited many countries including China,
Vietnam, Cambodia, Cuba, Mozambique and Angola, where he has also studied the
liberation struggles of these countries against imperialism.

As an officer in the Portuguese colonial army, Rogerio Lobato played a key role in
rallying Timorese soldiers to defeat the reactionary coup attempt by the UDTgroup
in August 1975. He also played an important role in containing the Indonesian
invasion along the border with Indonesian Timorfrom September to December 1975.

This exclusive interview, made in Europe in January 1977, gives an excellent
insight into the heroic struggle of the East Timorese people against the invasion.
What emerges quite clearly is that the struggle is not simply a spontaneous one, but
one led by Fretilin, equipped with a clear concept of the nature of the struggle, of a
people's war, specifically adapted to the conditions of East Timor.

What is the military strategy Fretilin
forces are following in East Timor?

Our strategy is defensive; we are not
fighting a positional war. Butas part ofthis
strategy, we launch many small offensives,
at the level of guerrilla attacks, or with a
concentration of a large number of troops.

For example, when the Indonesians
advance with many troops, we avoid facing
them directly, But whenever there is the
opportunity ofdestroying a part ofthis force,
or of an ambush, we will attack. Through
our intelligence service, we get information
on the number of troops operating in certain
areas. Then, against smaller groups of the
enemy, we will use very big concentrations of
our forces to annihilate them.

Our strategy is to defeat and liquidate the
enemy - not just defeat them, and have them
run away to fight another day.

If for example the enemy advances with
100 troops, we will attack with 500 and close
all possibility for them to retreat and destroy
them completely.

Similarly, if the enemy leaves a garrison of
100 or 200 troops in a village or to protect the
road, then it is good for us. We study carefully
their situation and prepare very carefully a
plan of attack, using a force several times
greater than theirs. We attack by surprise,
often at night, to win a short, sharp victory,
to annihilate the enemy totally, and capture
their war materials and medical supplies,
before they can call reinforcements.

So, irt general, the enemy is oh the
offensive, but we make small offensives
within our defensive strategy.

Another factor in our strategy for a
protracted war arises from our analysis of
the enemy. In general, the enemy faces very
big economic problems and so cannot face
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the perspective of a long war against
Fretilin. Our tactics are not only to kill as
many enemy troops as possible, but also to
destroy them economically.

So we must cut all the roads, destroy all the
bridges and force the enemy to move by
expensive means - helicopters, planes,
warships.

Could you give some examples of how
this strategy is applied?

On the road south of Manatuto to
Laklubar, we have destroyed the road at a
mountain pass at Henuk.

For example, the enemy tried to go in a big
convoy from Dili to Manatuto, along the
main North coast road. We let them go as far
as Subao, a very difficult part of the road
which winds around a very steep cliff face,
going straight into the sea. We planned the
ambush -trenches were dug and each soldier
given exact instructions. We shot the drivers
of the last and the first vehicles. The enemy
was confused, whether to go forward or
retreat, neither of which were possible. We
hit with the maximum force and surprise,
with our troops as clase as 20 metres from the
enemy. The enemy is very afraid offighting
at close hand because they cannot use their
artillery. We completely destroyed that
convoy. And since then the enemy has not
tried to use that road.

And how do you estimate the enemy's
strategy in East Timor?

The Jakarta generals are seeking to divide
East Timor into compartments - by cutting
the territory from north to south and
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controlling the roads which cross the
country. This can be seen by looking at a map
of East Timor and the areas penetrated by
the enemy.

The enemy hopes to stop Falintil moving
freely throughout the territory. They want to
bottle Fretilin forces in small areas. To do
that garrisons of one or two hundred are left
along the road, and in smaller villages.

But that is good for Fretilin. We can
concentrate three or four times the number of
their garrisons and wipe them out in a well-
prepared surprise attack, one by one.

That is why the Indonesian forces only
control these roads theoretically. In practice,
we can move freely throughout the territory.
So the enemy strategy is a failure.

They don't go off the roads into the
surrounding mountains. They only go where
tanks can go. To climb the mountains is to be
an easy target for Fretilin. It is very difficult
for the Indonesians to fight in East Timor,
because they don't know where Fretilin is -
Fretilin is everywhere. Moreover, the
Indonesians are fighting in a strange
country - they don't know the terrain.

How are Fretilin forces organised?

The Fretilin forces are divided into four
sections.

First there is the regular army, made up of
all Timorese troops that were in the
Portuguese colonial army and all Timorese
who had already done military service and
were in the reserves. These troops are very
mobile and have the task of fighting all over
the country - from the border to Tutuala.
They are the troops who can concentrate for
a large scale attack and then disperse to
conserve our forces.

Second, there are the regional troops
which operate only in a certain region, for
example, from Baucau to Viqueque. When
attacks are made, the regional troops
coordinate with the regular troops.

Third are the guerrillas. Mainly composed
of militia they operate in very small areas
and are very widespread. They coordinate

with the regular and regional troops for
attacks.

And finally there are the self-defence
forces, composed of a big majority of the
people. They fight with everything useful to
kill the enemy. They rely mainly on
traditional weapons • bows and arrows,
blowpipes, traps. They also combine with the
regular, regional and guerrilla forces for
actions.

That is why the war we are fighting in East
Timor is a people's war - all the people are
engaged in the struggle, but with different
tasks both militarily and on other fronts.

And one of those other fronts is to
produce food?

Yes, that's a very important front in the
struggle. And it's not just a task for the
people but for the army too. Together, the
people and P'alintil work together to produce
all they need to eat, to maintain the struggle.

Every military unit has its own
gardens. How do the soldiers fight and
yet maintain their gardens?

It is very simple. They must create
conditions where they have the possibility of
a break from fighting to work in the gardens,
to feed themselves. The gardens are very far
from Indonesian-controlled areas where it is
difficult for the enemy to infiltrate.

Not only has there been a very big increase
in the area of rice fields, but we have also
begun agriculture in the forests.

When a unit is, say, operating from a forest
for one or two weeks, they plant all they need
- tapioca, sweet potatoes, marrows, etc. When
they return in a month or so, they find there a
store of crops to feed themselves. Moreover,
there is plenty of wild game in the forests -
wild deer, buffalo, cassowaries etc. Our
people know very well how to hunt such
game with traditional weapons - there is no
need to use ammunition.

Not only are we growing more food, but we
are also trying to improve the nutrition of the
people, to give them better, more varied food
than they have had in the past.
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Nevertheless, many people in Australia
think that the people of EastTimor must
be starving...

In the forests there are traditional foods.
For instance, wild beans grow in plenty, but
they have to be cooked six or seven times to
get rid of the poison. The people gathered
them in times when there was not enough
rice or corn. There are sago palms and wild
leaves that can be eaten, and have been for
hundreds of years.

When people in Australia say that, maybe
they are thinking about living standards in
Australia.

You must understand that, under
Portuguese colonialism, the people were
divided; they were discouraged from working
in groups or collectively.

Now, led by Fretilin, they have formed
cooperatives throughout the country, and
work collectively, to support each other very
tightly. Now 'they can grow more food
together than they ever could individually.
You must remember, too, that we have many
types of corn and rice, including rice that
grows in the mountains.

What is the relationship between
Falintil and the Fretilin Central
Committee?

Falintil are the armed forces of the people
of East Timor under the direct command of
the Fretilin Central Committee. Senior
commanders of Falintil are members of the
Fretilin Central Committee.

It is therefore under the leadership of
Fretilin and follows the political line of
Fretilin, as the armed wing of the people of
East Timor.

I want to stress that in the army, politics is,
and always will be, supreme.

In all Falintil forces, we have political
commissioners. Each military unit, down to
a group of thirty fighters, has a political
commissioner. He fights in the war, but his
main task is to lead the soldiers to follow the
correct military and political line.
Ideological education takes place in all
military units, particularly concerning the
correct way for fighters to deal with the
people. When, for example, guerrillas arrive
at a farm and are very hungry, they must
never simply take food, but must ask the
people for it. And if the fighters have food
and the people are hungry they must share
their food with them. If the people are sick,
they must help them as much as possible.

Another important question for political
commissioners to explain is a correct attitude
to Indonesian soldiers. Of course, the
invading forces have committed terrible
atrocities and it is not easy for the people and
soldiers to have a correct position on this
question.. At the beginning, the people killed
many of the Indonesian soldiers who were
captured.

But the position of the Fretilin Central
Committee is very clear on this question. We
have to re-educate the Indonesian soldiers on
the aims of Indonesian colonial aggression.
We have to tell them to turn their guns not
against the people of East Timor, who are
their brothers and sisters, but against the
Suharto clique, who are also exploiting the
Indonesian people.

So, our political commissioners teach the
people and army tobehavelikerevolutionary
soldiers towards the enemy soldiers.

How do you see the situation developing
in the coming months?

It is better for Fretilin in the present wet
season.

It is difficult for the enemy to move because
he relies on tanks and armoured vehicles
which are difficult to move on the roads and
across the flooded rivers. So Fretilin is in a
better position to attack. In the wet season
too, we can recover our strength, heal the
wounded, and tend the crops. I hope Fretilin
will be able in the coming months, to recover
some of the villages the Indonesians have
taken. It is logical that we will be able to do
that as in the last dry season we took back
many villages. We expected a big offensive
by the enemy in the last dry season, but we
launched one instead. That demoralised
many Indonesian soldiers.

I am sure the present wet season will
completely change things. We are in a good
position to attack, because we don't rely on
tanks. We move on horseback or by foot.

The enemy finds it very difficult in the wet
season, when it rains for weeks on end. We
are used to it ...

Turning to the question of health: there
are no doctors in the liberated areas
now. Many people in Australia wonder
how you can survive?

Actually, there may be an Indian doctor
still in the liberated area, but I am not sure if
he is still alive...

But there are many highly trained and
experienced nurses who are working hard to
support the struggle and train "barefoot
doctors" to try to solve the problems of
looking after the wounded and sick. We have
many problems to resolve after this war and
our nurses will be competent to solve many of
them.

We are using traditional medicines. East
Timor has a very highly developed system of
traditional medicine. According to custom,
all this traditional medical knowledge was
passed on by the traditional doctor to his
eldest son. He held a strong position in the
village and traditional structure. Now
FYetilin has been able to persuade the
traditional doctors to share their knowledge
with the whole people. Some of them are still
conservative, but many others have joined in
the campaign through the appeal made by
Fretilin Qentral Committee, and are
teaching all the young people traditional
medicine.

For hundreds of years these traditional
medicines, prepared from herbs, barks and
roots etc... have been used to cure malaria
and other diseases and infections and heal
broken limbs. There are traditional
medicines, for example, which can be ver-y
successfully used as anaesthetics to enable
operations on wounded soldiers.

Many of the herbs I have seen used in
traditional medicines in China, for example,
are similar to those used in East Timor.

You know that under Portuguese
colonialism, there were never enough doctors
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and nurses. People had to solve medical
problems with traditional medicines, and
that knowledge has remained intact.

Is the anti-illiteracy campaign
continuing under war conditions?

The anti-illiteracy campaign has been
intensified in the past year. It is clearly
important, even from a military point of
view, that people can read and write. Butitis
also important that they can explain and
understand Fretilin ideology. Over 50,000
people are now in the anti-illiteracy courses -
not just children, but all ages. The anti-
illiteracy campaign is also continuing inside —___
Falintil.

(The full interview can be obtained from A.L.R., Box A247, Sydney South P.O.,

Sydney, N.S.W. 2000. Price: 50 cents plus postage).

The Political Bureau of the Fretilin Central
Committee is in charge of the anti-illiteracy
campaign and everywhere the people are
mobilised to take part in it. It is not simply
anti-illiteracy, but also political education -
about the nature of Indonesian aggression
etc. Most primary school teachers escaped
the invasion and are now in Fretilin's ranks.
They form the basis for this campaign.

In addition, we are reviving our traditional
culture - songs, dances, etc. - and, in general,
to think our own way, not in the way the
colonialists taught us.

U.S. AID TO INDONESIA - WILL IT STOP ?

It is unlikely that US economic aid to Indonesia, which totalled $930 million in
1976 (1) will decrease while the Suharto regime remains in Indonesia. This is

despite human rights legislation in the US which forbids economic and military
assistance to governments constantly violating human rights (see box below).

Indonesian government worried

Nonetheless, the Jakarta government is worried about the future of foreign
assistance to support its programmes. International criticism of the Suharto
government, because of its invasion of East Timor and its continued detention
of more than 55,000 political prisoners, continues. Recently, 100 Indonesian
ambassadors abroad were recalled to Jakarta to be briefed on how to handle this

criticism as well as the stories of gross corruption in the Jakarta regime (2).

In addition to this, Indonesia's image as a place to invest is deteriorating.
Three Australian companies including BHP are considering clsoing down their op
erations in Indonesia because of difficulties there (3). Because of corruption

andthe wake of the Pertamina crisis (which has put Indonesia into a total extern
al debt of over $16 billion), the Wall Street Journal has described Indonesia

as a risky investment area (4).

PROPOSED U.S. AID TO INDONESIA

1977.

GRANT SECURITY AID

Military SALES
CREDITS

MILITARY TRAINING

ECONOMIC AID

FOOD FOR PEACE

_ $15 million

$40 million

$3.1 million

$57 million

$90.7 million

Source: Far Eastern Economic Review*
April 13 1977

Source: International Policy Report^
Vol.3 No.l3 January 1977.
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HUMAN RIGHTS AMENDMENT.

Sec. 116: Human Rights, (a) No assist

ance may be provided under this part
to the government of any country which

engages in a consistent pattern of
gross violations of internationally
recognised human rights, including

torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrad
ing treatment or punishment, prolong
ed detention without charges, or other
flagrant denial of the right to life,
liberty, and the security of person,
unless such assistance will directly
benefit the needy people in such

country.

Sec. 502b. (Similar language applies
to military assistance and security
supporting assistance)
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Jim Dunn and the Fraser Committee on Human Rights: (Washington-Jakarta-Canberra
link revealed).

When it was announed that Jim Dunn (his report on Indonesian atrocities in East
Timor is summarised on page t$ ) would give evidence to the US Congressional
Sub-committee on Human Rights, the Indonesian government made a formal protest
to Canberra (5). Australian journalist John Highfield was shown official docum
ents which indicated that the Australian and Indonesian embassies in Washington,
working through the US State Department, attempted to postpone the sub-committee
hearings "until the Indonesian government was able to fully analyse the specifics
in Mr. Dunn's allegations"(6). That attempt failed though Highfield's report
indicates that the same parties may have been instrumental in ensuring that the
Timor hearings be conducted by a joint sitting of the Human Rights Committee with
the Asian-Pacific Affairs Sub-committee - a move that Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs believed would dissipate the intensity of criticism of Indonesia
on human rights violations. The Australian government has not denied Highfield's
allegations.

Clearly, the Indonesian government was worried that the Fraser sub-committee

would recommend reduction in economic aid on grounds of human rights violations.
Another Australian journalist claimed that both the Indonesian government and the
US State Department had "laboured in recent months to keep Indonesia out, of the
limelight as concern for human rights takes a bigger role in American foreign
policy formulation and consideration of aid requests"(5).

Will US aid to Indonesia be cut?

As T.I.S. goes to press, the Fraser sub-committee has yet to make any recommendations.
Indications that US economic aid to Indonesia will not be reduced can be seen in the

following points :

* In 1976, a proposal to cut a $19.4 million grant for military aid to Indonesia
was rejected by the US Congress following a State Department argument that
Indonesia was a friendly, anti-communist country with great strategic and
political importance in S.E.Asia (7).

* Also in 1976, the Pentagon made its case to Congress requesting a near-doubling

of US military aid to Indonesia saying "Our proposed security cooperation program
with Indonesia provides tangible evidence of US support of the Indonesian governm
ent, contributes to maintenance of friendly Indonesian relations with the US and

Indonesia's non-communist neighbours, and provides support for the development of

an effective military establishment capable of maintaining internal security and
self-defence, thereby allowing Indonesia to act as a stabilizing element in the
area" (8).

* Secretary of State Cyrus Vance said recently that the Carter administration would

not automatically reduce aid to all recipients who infringed on the rights of their
citizens. "In each case we must balance a political concern for human rights
against economic or security goals", he said. (9)

In addition, it is worth noting that in 1976, only 14% ($132.8 million) of US

economic aid to Indonesia was subject to congressional control. The bulk of the
economic aid ($797.2 million) was chanelled to Indonesia through multilateral

organizations such as the Asian Development Bank and the World Bank and was not

subject to the Human Rights amendment. Military aid (excluding cash sales), grants

and loans for 'development assistance',Peace Corps (not in Indonesia) and food aid

are subject to the Human Rights amendment (8).

U.S. Economic and strategic interests in Indonesia

Since 1967, U.S. investment in Indonesia has totalled almost $3 billion, more than
half of that in oil projects. Indonesia is the 4th largest supplier of oil to the U.S.

With the departure of U.S. troops from S.E. Asia, America is adopting a navy-based
stategy in the region. The Indonesian archipelago completely spans the path between
the Indian and Pacific Oceans. It has been claimed that only two straits through the
archipelago - Lombok and Ombai-Wetar - are suitable for the underwater movement of
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American nuclear submarines (10). The Ombai-Wetar Strait passes between the
mainland of East Timor and Atauro Island.

WHAT OUTCOME?

As T.I.S. goes to press, the Fraser Committee on Human Rights has not drawn any
conclusions. The hearings have brought into the open the use of American arms in
East Timor and the decisions of the Ford and Carter administrations to "go along with"
the forced incorporation of East Timor into Indonesia. Given U.S. economic and

strategic interests in the region, a cut in U.S. aid to Indonesia is unlikely.

(Sources: see page 20) J.W.

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS CONCERNING EAST TIMOR -jan.7 - march 24, 1977
1 "* — • i .I,, i i. i. »

Jan 7 - President Suharto announced that $ 16 million will be spent on "development"
in East Timor in the forthcoming financial year. Suharto said the money

would be supplemented by routine" expenditure on items such as government salaries.
(The Age, 8.1.77)

Jan 8 - According to the Indonesian embassy in Canberra,"67 members of the former
Portuguese Timor Police ... completed a 3^ month special course at an Indo

nesian police-training school at Mojokerto, East Java." They have become part of the
Indonesian Police Force. The Embassy also said three volunteer teachers went to Dili
on January 5th for "two years service". (Indonesian Newsletter,2.2.77)

Jan 13 - Gordon Bryant, chairman of Labor's Defence and Foreign Affairs Committee,
called for an international,U.N. supervised, inquiry into Indonesian

atrocities in East Timor. Bryant's claims of continuing atrocities were supported
that day by Jim Dunn, former Australian consul in Dili. Both men had spent the
previous week in Portugal interviewing Timorese refugees.(See out item on the Dunn
report on p./5) (The Age, 14.1.77)

Michael Somare, Prime Minister of Papua New Guinea, said in a press conference in
Jakarta that the question of East Timor was Indonesia's internal affair.

(Indonesian Newsletter,9.2.77)

In a communique issued in Jakarta, Papua New Guinea acknowledged that the East Timor
question was "entirely a domestic matter of Indonesia". According to "Age" corres
pondent,Michael Richardson, observers say the form of words used in the communique
indicates that the PNG government regards East Timor as an inalienable part of
Indonesia. (The Age, 14.1.77)

Jan 26 - The chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs, Peter Sim(Lib. W.A.)
said the Timor issue "had to be regarded as a dead one..." Sim also claimed

that Australian politicians , through their comments on East Timor, were trying to stir
up fears on Indonesia in Australia. (The Sun, 27.1.77)
(Editor's note: T.I.S. has followed closely most public statements by politicians on
East Timor since October 1975. Very few have based their criticism of Indonesian
action in East Timor on Indonesian "expansionism".)

Jan 27 - A.L.P. M.P. Ken Fry, in response to Senator pirn's comments, said he would
continue to speak out on the East Timor issue. Mr. Fry said:" If Senator

Sim wants to apologise for Indonesian aggression that's his business."
(The Northern Territory News,28.1.77)

Hamish McDonald reported that, for some time, senior Indonesian officials have been
privately admitting that some army units had "got out of hand in the early part of the
invasion" and "have indulged in indiscriminate shooting and looting". McDonald said
some units had been withdrawn " in disgrace" but no court martial had been reported.

(The Age, 28.1.77)

An Indonesian military spokesperson denied the reports from Portugal of atrocities
by Indonesian troops in East Timor claiming " they were fabricated with some political
motive". (The Sun, 28.1.77)
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Jan 28 - Following reports of Jim Dunn's findings in Portugal:-

- Acting Foreign Affairs Minister Ian Sinclair promised a " fresh inquiry"

into the deaths of five Australian newsmen " if new evidence justified it".

- The Victorian State Premier, Mr. Hamer, and the Australian Journalist's'

Association urged the Federal government to re-examine the deaths of the five newsmen

- Liberal government backbencher Michael Hodgman (Tasmania) called for an

all-party Parliamentary delegation to investigate the Dunn allegations.

(The Age, 29.1.77)

Government backbencher,Mr. HoltentN.C.P.,Vic.) said in a telegram to the Acting
Foreign Minister, that Jim Dunn - as a public servant - should be ordered to return

to Australia from Portugal and should be "gagged". (The Sun, 29.1.77)

Jan 30 - ABC correspondent Peter Monckton reported that despite official denials,

Indonesian troops had been withdrawn from East Timor, reducing the numbers

from a peak of 32,000 to about 20,000. Recent withdrawals are believed to have come

from the East Java Brawijaya division and the crack Siliwangi division of West Java.

Monckton said there were two reasons - to increase security for the May elections in
Indonesia, and because large ground troop operations in East Timor during the wet
season are hampered. Monckton reported that an " all out offensive"against Fretilin
will begin in the dryer months of July and August, 1977.

("Report from Asia", ABC-Radio, 30.1.77)

Peter Monckton reported that Indonesia is using OV-10 Bronco's in East Timor.

Bronco's are "counter-insurgency"planes purchased from the U.S.A. and delivered to

Indonesia late in 1976.(See entry at Feb. 1 in this chronology.)
(" Report from Asia ',' A.B.C.Radio, 30.1. 77)

Labor M.P. Gordon Bryant,after talks with senior Portuguese officials, reported

that the Portuguese government affirmed it would not recognise the Indonesian

take-over of East Timor. (The Sun, 31.1.77)

Jan 31 - M.P. Gordon BryantfA.L.P.),who had just returned from Portugal where he

spoke with refugees from Etast Timor, said Australia should lobby for a
United Nations inquiry into alleged Indonesian atrocities in East Timor.

(Canberra Times, 1.2.77)

The Australian section of the International Commission of Jurists reported that it

had been refused permission by Indonesia to visit East Timor to check on treatment
of prisoners. The official explanation was too heavy demands of reconstruction to

provide transport. The spokesperson for the I.C.J, said he would continue attempts
to visit East Timor. (The Herald, 31,1.77)

Feb 1 - Hamish McDonald in Jakarta reported that Indonesia had lost one OV-10 Bronco

plane in East Timor - on the north coast between Dili and Baucau -"due to bad
weather or other accidental factors." McDonald said six Broncos are thought to be oper

ating in East Timor. (The Age, 2.2.77)

The Northern Territory News reported that a letter from a former UDT leader now in
Portugal had been received in Darwin. The letter claimed that the five Australian
newsmen were deliberately shot. (Northern Territory News 1.2.77)

Feb 4 - It was reported that Indonesia has begun modernisation and expansion of its
navy - primarily to replace Soviet Komar-class missile firing patrol boats.

South Korea, Taiwan and Europe were named as sources of new naval equipment.
(Canberra Times, 4.2.77)

Feb 9 - Michael Richardson reported that at least four ex-RAAF Sabre jtes were
handed to Indonesia from Malaysia in September 1976. Richardson claimed

that the Australian government wanted the transfer kept secret - thinking the planes
may be used in East Timor. Australia gave 16 Sabres to Indonesia in 1972.

(The Age, 10.2.77)

Feb 14 - It was announced that West Germany will sell two submarines (worth $6m.)
to the Indonesian government. Despite criticism in West Germany, the West
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German government agreed to the sale claiming the submarines were not suitable for an
"attacking" war. (The Herald, 15.2.77)

Feb 20 - Adam Malik, in the Jakarta daily Sinar Harapan, was quoted as saying that it
would take a long time to "crush FRETILIN rebels" in East Timor. Malik

claimed shooting outside Dili may have been Indonesian troops who had not received
their salaries' (Canberra Times, 21.2.77)

Feb 21 - ALP Senator George Georges (Qld) called for a Parliamentary Select Committee
inquiry into the deaths of five Australian journalists and into the

evidence of massive killings" of East Timorese provided by Jim Dunn.
(Canberra Times, 22.2.77)

A magistrate allowed four men, convicted of exporting medical supplies and guns to
East Timor, to appeal to the Supreme Court. Penalty on the charges is to be withheld
until after the result of the appeal is known. (N.T. News, 21.2.77)

Feb 24 - Tom Uren, deputy leader of the parliamentary Labor Party, with five other
Labor MP's, wrote to Democratic Congressman Donald Fraser, asking that the

U.S. International Relations Committee hold a Congressional inquiry into the Indonesia
nesian atrocity allegations provided by Jim Dunn. (The Age, 10.3.77)
The Caucus Committee on Foreign Affairs decided to recommend that the Labor oppo
sition press for a Senate Select Committee to study the situation in East Timor,
stories of atrocities, the deaths of five Australian newsmen. (Canberra Times,25.2.77)

28 February - It was reported that 94 members of the Australian parliament signed
a petition calling on US President Carter to seek assurances from the

Indonesian government that it will comply with the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and allow International Red Cross to re-enter East Timor. The parliamentarians
are members of the Amnesty International parliamentary group. Of the 31 senators who
signed the petition, 11 were Liberals, 3 National Country Party and 17 were ALP
senators. <*he Herald 28.8.77)

11 March - It was reported that a group of senior ALP federal parliamentarians had
urged the Dutch government to review its military and non-military aid

to the Indonesian government. The letter to Dutch minister for Development Cooperation
Jan Pronk also asked that the issue of Indonesian action in East Timor be raised at
the Intergovernmental Group on Indonesia (IGGI) meeting in Amsterdam in April.

(The Age and The Sun 11.3.77)

It was reported that 200 delegates of the United Nations Association in Victoria
adopted a resolution calling on the Fraser government to consider withholding milit
ary aid to Indonesia; calling on the Indonesian government to withdraw its troops
from East Timor; calling for the re-admission of International Red Cross in East
Timor under United Nations supervision. (The Age 11.3.77)

March 15 - The Indonesian government "strongly protested' to the Australian
govemmentthat Jim Dunn was being permitted to give evidence of atrocities

in East Timor to the US Congress. The protest was given to Australian Ambassador to
Jakarta, Richard Woolcott, by a senior Indonesian foreign affairs official, Surjono
Darusman. Reporting this from Jakarta, Hamish McDonald claimed that Indonesia was
worried about the consequences of the Dunn allegations - that they might affect
relations between Jakarta and Washington and Holland. McDonald claimed that the
Indonesian government and the US State Department had laboured to keep Indonesia
out of the limelight as news of human rights violations by the Indonesian government
might decrease military aid from the US {see our item on page S -ed.)

(Aust. Fin. Review 16.3.77)

Indonesian Foreign Minister Adam Malik, in reference to publicity on the Dunn
allegations, warned that Indonesians would demonstrate against the Australian embassy
if criticism of Indonesia continued. (The Sun 16.3.77)

Jim Dunn said he would give evidence to the US Congressional Committee on Internation
al Relations despite warnings from the Indonesian government.

(The Sun 16.3.77)
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March 16 - Australian Foreign Minister Andrew Peacock dismissed Adam Malik's warning
as an "off the cuff" remark though he said the Australian government was

taking the Darusman formal protest seriously. On Jim Dunn, Andrew Peacock said

"Neither he nor his report has any official status". (The Age 17.3.77)

Deputy Opposition Leader Tom Uren said the Indonesian government's reactions to the

Dunn allegations demonstrated the accuracy of the evidence Dunn had collected.

(The Sun 17.3.77)

March 17 - ALP senator Arthur Gietzelt moved a motion calling for the setting up of a
Senate Select Committee to enquire into the whole East Timor issue.

(The Age 18.3.77)
Liberal Senator Neville Bonner accused his government of appeasing the Indonesian

government. Bonner is reported to have said that he believed the Government Cabinet
had decided to oppose any enquiry; (Note entry on March 22).

(The Age 18.3.77)

March 18 - Arthur Gietzelt said that former Labor PM Gough Whitlam knew "everything
that was going on" in East Timor before the Indonesian invasion. Whitlam

had told him this just before the invasion, Gietzelt said and he believed this was
one aspect that should be considered by a Select Committee enquiry.

(The Herald 18.3.77)
Paratroopers, fitted out with US military equipment, were used in the initial
invasion of East Timor by Indonesian troops. Lt. Gen. H.M. Fish, head of the Pentagon's
military assistance program, told this to a US Congress Sub-committee which is consid
ering a Carter administration proposal to give $58 million in military assistance to
the Indonesian government in 1977 (compared with $46.1 million in 1976 - ed.). A
State Department official, Robert Oakley, told the sub-committee that the Carter

administration had decided to follow the Ford administration's decision to "go along"
with the incorporation of East Timor into Indonesia. In response to claims that as
many as 100,000 East Timorese had been killed, Oakley said the State Department
believed that total casualties were no more than 10,000. Oakley also claimed that
US military aid was suspended for the first half of 1976 because of reports of
Indonesian atrocities in East Timor. (The Herald 19.3.77

and The Age 21.3.77)

March 20 - Jim Dunn left for the USA. Foreign Affairs Minister Andrew Peacock also
left for the US, having requested the visit to meet Carter administration

officials including Secretary of State Cyrus Vance. (The Sun 21.3.77
and The Herald 24.3.77)

March 21 - It was revealed that the chairman of the Senate Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs and Defence, Senator Sim, told Indonesian government

leaders to ignore public opposition in Australia to Indonesian action in East Timor.
This information was contained in a report to the Department of Foreign Affairs and
Andrew Peacock prepared by Sim after his recent visit to Jakarta. During his visit.
Senator Sim met with Adam Malik, Ali Murtopo and Gen. Yoga Sugama, head of the
Indonesian security organisation Bakin. (The Age 21.3.77)

Seven representatives of the Indonesian National Youth Council, accompanied by an
army officer, handed a petition to the Australian Embassy in Jakarta calling on the
Australian government to stop Jim Dunn giving evidence on Indonesian actions in
East Timor. (The Sun 22.3.77)

March 22 - It was revealed that a senior diplomat in the Australian Embassy in Jakarta

had urged the Federal government to stop giving money to Community Aid

Abroard because it had been critical of Indonesian government action in East Timor.
Last year CAA received $49,616 from the Australian government in grants for specific
projects. (The Herald 22.3.77)

A Federal government backbencher, Maurice Neil (Liberal, NSW) gave notice of motion

that the Labor government's prior knowledge of an impending Indonesian invasion in

1975 be referred to the Royal Commission on Security and Intelligence.

(The Australian 23.3.77)
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Former Apodeti leader and now Indonesian-appointed governor of East Timor, Arnaldo

Araujo, in reference to Jim Dunn, said "outsiders had no right to interfere in East
Timor which is now part of Indonesia". (The Age 23.3.77)

March 24 U.S. Congress sub-committees on Human Rights and Asia-Pacific Affairs conduc
ted a hearing on East Timor which was precipitated by the Jim Dunn report.

Creighton Burns' article, reproduced below, is a good account of the one-day hearing.
It comes from "The Age" (Melbourne), March 25, 1977.

Jakarta used
invasion, say

WASHINGTON, March 24. — State Department
officials yesterday confirmed that Indonesian
troops had invaded East Timor in December,
1975, using American military equipment, includ
ing Hercules aircraft*

Mr. Robert Oakley, deputy assistant Secretary of
State for East' Asian affairs, also confirmed that the
previous American administration stopped the shipment
of arms to Indonesia from December 1975 to June 1976,
because Indonesian action conflicted with the conditions
of American military aid.

But he rejected as "exaggerated" claims by a former
Australian consul in East Timor that between 50,000
and 100,000 Timorese were killed in the fighting.

Mr. Dunn testified yesterday to a joint sitting of
the international organisation and the Asian and Pacific
affairs sub-committees of the House of Representatives
Committee on International Relations.

Mr. Dunn said the "Timor tragedy** was "character
ised by cynical and cruel disregard for basic human
rights by Indonesia, the perpetrator of the abuse, and by
other powers who appear to have rated appeasement of
Indonesia as their paramount consideration."

Mr. Mario Carascaiao, an East Timorese who said
he served as a consultant to the provincial Government
of East Timor, denied that Indonesian troops played
any part in the East Timor fighting until after the terri
tory's integration into Indnoesia in July 1976.

"Before that time I never saw an Indonesian in
uniform or carrying arms," he told the hearing.

'Then the State Dpartment must have made a big
mistake in suspending aid to Indonesia for those six
months," the joint chairman, Congressman Donald
Fraser said.

At an earlier Press conference Mr. Carascaiao said
he did not know who was responsible for killing five
Australian journalists who died during the fighting in
East Timor.

He said one of the Australian journalists was de
capitated outside the town of Balibo. The other four
were in a house from which "there had been firing on
our troops".

He said he assumed the Australian Government was
now satisfied with the inquiries which had been con
ducted into the. deaths of die Australians.

The hearing lasted four-and-a-half hours and was
marked by head-on contradictions between Mr. Dunn
and Mr. Carascaiao about the role of Indonesian troops
in the East Timor fighting and the extent of casualties.

Mr. Carascaiao, a former member of the UDT
party, denied suggestions that he was forced to testify
because his wife and children were being held hostage
in Jakarta.

The committee circulated a five-page letter from
the Indonesian charge d'affaires in Washington, Zahar
Arifin, claiming that Mr. Dunn's report on the fighting
in Timor was "a hypocritical and subjective piece of

our arms for
US officials
guasi-documentation, based on half truths and deceptive
accounts."

A large contingent of Indonesian officials — at one
stage as many as 14 — attended the hearing.

Mr. Carascaiao claimed during his testimony that
Timorese refugees in Portugal had falsely testified about
conditions in East Timor "in return for empty promises
of the possibility of immigration to Australia,"

Mr. Dunn categorically denied this, claiming he ex
plained to the refugees he had interviewed last January
that they had little hope of immigrating to Australia.

Several members of the committee said they were
•concerned that Mr. Dunn's presence might involve the
committee and the American Congress in the internal
politics of Australia and Indonesia.

Congressman Lester Wolff, chairman of the Asian
and Pacific Aairs sub-committe, said: "If this situation
exacerbates relations between the United States and
Indonesia and the United States and Australia, I think
we may need to terminate military aid to Indonesia."

Congressman William Goodling (Republican, Pen-
nsylvaria) tolffd Mr. Dunn: *Tm pleased to see you, But
I'm sorry to see you under these conditions and I'm
sorry you were invited for political reasons."

He said Mr, Dunn*s claim that he was testifying
as a private citizen "won't fly".

While there was almost total disagreement between
accounts given by Mr. Dunn and Mr. Carascaiao of the
fighting m East Timor and the present situation there,
officers of the State Department reaffirmed that the
Carter Administration recognised the integration of East
Timor into Indonesia and planned to continue economic
and military aid to Indonesia despite reports of atrocities
during the Indonesian invasion and the use of American
arms by Indonesian troops.

Mr. David Kenney, the Indonesian desk officer at
the State Department, told the hearing: "Our security
assistance to Indonesia serve a great many purpoes —
regional stability, support for an independent Indonesia
and help for a country that has been very friendly to us
in our efforts to keep that area peaceful."

Mr. Kenney, who is also local chairman of the
American-Indonesian Friendship Association said the
question to be asked was "based on the information
we have, which is very contradictory and does not sup
port the testimony of Mr. Dunn, should we allow the
testimony in Timor to affect ail our policy goals in
Asia?"

The Carter Administration plans to significantly in
crease economic and military aid to Indonesia in 1978<
Those allocations will have to be approved by Congress.

But there is little evidence that there is enough
support in Congress to vote down the Administration's
Indonesian policy when aid appropriations are presented
for Congressional confirmation later in the year.-

"EAST TIMOR NEWS" bulletin of the east timor news agency.

- a new publication on East Timor; produced fortnightly; newspaper form
at with articles on the latest developments, photos, maps and reprints
of major newspaper stories.

SUBSCRIPTION: Australia - $10 a year. Overseas airmail: Europe, Africa, Americas -
$25 a year; Asia and South Pacific - $20 a year; PNG and NZ -\$15 a year (All quoted
in Australian dollars). I

ADDRESS: ETNA, 4th floor, 232 Castlereagh Street, Sydney ;;NSW 2000. Australia
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JIM DUNN REPORT - A SUMMARY

"... the Indonesian military seizure of East Timor has been a bloody operation, in
which atrocities of a disturbing nature have been committed against the civilian'
population. Indeed, these accounts of Indonesia's behaviour in East Timor suggest
that the plight of these people might well constitute, relatively speaking, the most
serious case of contravention of human rights facing the world at this time. "

This is the conclusion of Jim Dunn, former Australian Consul to Dili (1962-64) and
currently director of the Foreign Affairs group of the Parlaimentary Library (Canberra)
who interviewed refugees from East Timor presently in Portugal.

We present here a detailed summary of Jim Dunn's findings - constructed from Dunn's
official report (which has been presented to the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs
and has been distributed internationally), various newspaper reports, and from a record
ing of a public meeting in Melbourne on March 2, 1977.

THE REFUGEES IN PORTUGAL - WHO ARE THEY?

The refugees Dunn interviewed were among 1500 East Timorese permitted by the Indonesian
government to go from Atambua (Indonesian Timor) to Portugal between July and October
1976. Most of them had been in Indonesian Timor since the UDT coup and ensuing civil war
in East Timor during August 1975. About of the refugees in Portugal had experienced
several months of Indonesian rule in East Timor - in fact, some of the group had worked
with the Indonesians or were part of the Indonesian administration in East Timor. Nearly
all the refugees in Portugal are former UDT supporters; some were UDT leaders.

Jim Dunn visited camps in Portugal containing 900 of these refugees. Between January 5th
and 23rd, he spoke to about 200 of them.

THE GENERAL SITUATION IN EAST TIMOR

* FRETILIN resistance was so effective that Indonesian control did not extend more

than a few miles beyond the main towns.

* Many former UDTand AP0DETI supporters had joined the resistance with FRETILIN.

* The extensive and indiscriminate killing by Indonesian forces had alienated the
population giving FRETILIN wide popular support. Many people had left the town
areas and had gone to the mountains.

* The refugees believe that at least 3-5000 Indonesian troops have died in East

Timor. There is a cemetary for Indonesian soldiers in Dili with 600 - 1000 graves.

There are other cemetaries at Maliana, Ainaro, Baucau and Batugade. (The refugees
reported that when foreign newsmen or government missions came to Dili, markers on

the graves were removed and replaced when the visitors departed.)

* The refugees believed that it was possible that up to 100,000 East Timorese had
been killed. There has been widespread killing in the mountains and extensive

bombing (including the use of napalm) by Indonesian forces.

ATROCITIES IN THE COUNTRYSIDE

* There had been extensive killing by Indonesian forces in the countryside - in some

cases, whole villages being wiped out.

* When Indonesian soldiers took over Remexio and Alieu (south of Dili) in December '75

they killed all East Timorese over the age of 3.

* The entire Chinese population of Liquica and Maubara had been killed (one person
thought about 7000, or 50% of the Chinese in East Timor had been killed.

* 150 East Timorese were shot in Suai trying to prevent Indonesian soldiers taking

East Timorese women.

* At Lakmaras (just across the border in Indonesian Timor) in Jine 1976, Indonesian

troops - anticipating FRETILIN action in the area - set fire to refugees' huts.
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When the refugees protested, up to 2000 of them were killed.

* At Baucau, the Indonesians landed on December 10,1975. There were few casualties at

first, but later, many Chinese were shot, looting and rape were widespread.

DILI IN THE FIRST DAYS OF THE INVASION - SOME INCIDENTS

Several of the refugees were in Dili at the time of the invasion,and were eyewitnesses
to Indonesian actions there. The refugees gave Dunn a description of the initial inv

asion - bombardment, indiscriminate shooting by paratroops. Organised killing continued

in Dili until the end of February 1976.

* Twenty-four hours after the invasion began, the bodies of many East Timorese were
seen in the streets of Dili. Two of the refugees in Portugal were among those

ordered to remove the bodies.

* Many Chinese were killed on the first day - one refugee estimated as many as 700.

Ten men of a group of 23 Chinese in an apartment flying the Australian flag were

shot.

* A Red Cross worker in uniform (in a. clearly marked Jeep) was shot. Four nurses

in uniform were shot. People seeking refuge in their houses were killed by a

grenades thrown into their houses.

* On December 8, 1975, twenty seven women were shot on the wharf while other East
Timorese were forced to watch and count as each person was shot. The same thing

happened a few hours later - this time 59 men were shot.

* Indonesian soldiers looted extensively in the first few days of the invasion -

taking cars, radios, furniture, cutlery and windows to the Indonesian ships in
the harbour. In the Dili area, tractors were taken. Churches and seminaries were

looted, books were burnt. Soldiers also dug up graves Of Europeans (taking such

things as gold teeth) and of Timorese chiefs (who are traditionally buried with
some personal items of wealth).

* Refugees said it was common for Indonesian soldiers to "round up" young girls
in trucks, and rape them.

* As recently as August 17, 1976, a number of people in Dili were shot for refusing
to participate in Indonesia Independence Day celebrations

MILITARY ADMINISTRATION IN DILI - SENIOR INDONESIANS NAMED

* The East Timorese who worked with the Indonesians had very little power - the

administration is dominated at all levels by the Indonesian military.

* The commander of ground military operations is one General Dading. The overall
commander for East Timor is General Moerdani who is based.in Kupang (Indonesian

Timor).

* An interrogation centre, where gross physical torture is used, operates from
the top floor of the Tropical Hotel in Dili. It is under the control of one

Yusman, who, in turn, is directly responsible to the senior intelligence officer
in East Timor - Colonel Sinaga.

* The Indonesian military has concentration camps or prisons on Atauro island(just
north of Dili), Ermera, Pante Makassar (in the enclave of Oecusse) and at Balide

and Taibesse in Dili itself.

LIFE IN TIMOR REFUGEE CAMPS

During the civil war, August to September 1975, East Timorese moved into Indonesian
Timor - some to avoid being involved in fighting, some going with a remnant UDT
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leadership. The latter group were permitted to cross the border only after signing a
petition, set up by Indonesian military officials, calling for the integration of East
Timor into Indonesia. Many of the refugees were concentrated at Atambua. (See map.)

* A priest among the refugees in Portugal told Jim Dunn that the Indonesian claim -
that there were 40-50,000 refugees in West Timor - was false. The priest said the
figure was never higher than 20,000 - he had personally witnessed Indonesian
officials doubling the figures.

* East Timorese in the camps were virtual prisoners. They were under armed guard;
they were refused permission to return to areas in East Timor allegedly "safely"
under Indonesian control; were forced to do hard labour (such as pulling ploughs)
and given very little food (usually about lOOgrams of rice per day).

* Except for a few UDT people trusted by the Indonesians, UDT supporters were dis
armed and stripped of any items of personal value within 48 hours of signing the
petition in September 1975.

* The refugees claimed that no aid sent by such countries as Australia (tents,baby
food, powdered milk) and Canada (clothing) was ever received by them. (One of
Dunn's informants described an exception - a group of refugees was given some
food and medicines in the presence of newsmen. When the newsmen left, the goods
were taken back by the Indonesian authorities.)

* There were many deaths among the refugee population in the camps, as a result of
the treatment by the Indonesian military - very little food, no medicines etc.

DEATHS OF FIVE AUSTRALIAN JOURNALISTS

Dunn was given some accounts of the deaths of the five Australian newsmen at Balibo
on October 16,1975. These accounts suggested that at least some of the journalists
may have been deliberately killed by Indonesian soldiers. Dunn writes in his report:
" The refugees' accounts seem conclusive in one respect: it is surely inconceivable
that the attack on Balibo was other than an Indonesian military operation in which
Timorese participation was small and of a non-combatant kind. That the responsibility
for the consequences of this operation rests with the Indonesian military command in

Timor would thus seem beyond doubt."

Dunn also reports that a 3-man Australian factfinding mission in East Timor in 1976
(to investigate the journalists' deaths) was completely deceived by the Indonesian
command. According to the refugees, the Australian officials were not able to speak
to East Timorese with particular knowledge of the Balibo deaths - these people were
herded out of the area and replaced by Indonesians in local dress.

INDONESIAN TROOPS IN EAST TIMOR?

The refugees reported that when foreign delegations or newsmen visited Dili in 1976,
most of the Indonesian troops and military hardware were shifted into the hills behind
the town. Some remained in Dili, dressed in civilian clothes. A grave yard in Dili
holding the bodies of 600 - 1000 Indonesian soldiers had all markers removed from it
while visitors were in Dili.

FRETILIN MASSACRES IN EAST TIMOR?

The booklet, " Massacres in East Timor " alleging FRETILIN mass killings, was described

by Dunn as an utterly false report.

* The booklet was supposed to have been produced by the Provisional Government of

East Timor - it was actually written and produced by Indonesian authorities .

* 50% of the names listed as those having been killed are misspelt; some of the

people listed are still alive (including some of the refugees in Portugal).

* The photographs of dead are pictures of people killed during the civil war or by

the Indonesians themselves.
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DEC.76-JAN.77 in EAST TIMOR - FRETILIN ACCOUNT

Radio Maubere is the National Radio of the Democratic Republic of East Timor. Operating

for over a year now and broadcasting 3 times weekly, the service is monitored in Darwin.
The Chronology of events, mainly military clashes, listed here is compiled from the 15
minute "National News" sections of this service. Either in tape or transcript form TIS
tries to maintain documentation of Radio Maubere. The chronology presented here is by
no means exhaustive of the material in hand. Compilation from a vast amount of material
necessitates selection. Priority is given to incidents where places are mentioned by
name and dates specified. Then from amongst these we look for any pattern and then pre
sent, in chronological order, the actions/reports that illustrate this pattern. Other &
no less significant events are bulk listed at the end of a monthly period.

December 1976

1 Fretilin initiated attack in Maubara area. Fighting

over 2-day period; 3 Indonesians captured and 20

killed.(5/12/76)

2 At Samalete, near Railaco, Fretilin attack: 4 Indon
esian troops killed.(24-30/12/76)

3 Reports of unrest amongst Indonesian troops in Dili,
and Ossu. Naval bombardment of Viqueque area. Report of women being brutally treated
in Laga - some shot. 9 Indonesian troops killed in Fretilin attack on Cailaco(17/12/)

4 Fretilin attack in the Railaco area: 2 Indonesian troops killed.(12 & 17/12/76)

5 Beginning of week-long 'battle'. Initiated by Fretilin ambush, the 'fierce fighting'
reulted in 600 Indonesian troops being killed. No details of Fretilin casualties.
(12 & 17/12/76)('battle' - see Interview with Lobato on p. -ed)

7 Indonesian attacks on Fatubesse and Nanulou destroys timber store and 2 houses. Freti
lin attack on Samalete in Railaco area: 4 Indonesian soldiers killed.(17/12/76)

9 8 Indonesian soldiers killed in Leima Craic - near Cailaco.(17/12/76)

TIS Record of Broadcasts

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat

G> 2 © 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

at> 13 14 15 16 ^ 18

19 20 21 (22) (23) Qj) 25

(26) 27 28 29 ® ©

12

13

Artillery bombardment of area near Ossu follows Fretilin ambush which had killed 2
Indonesian soldiers.112 Indonesian troops killed in Fretilin attack in Bazartete area

(17/12/76)

Two-day 'battle' begins at Samara: 89 Indonesian and 8 Falintil soldiers killed. (17 &
24-30/12/76)
Fretilin capture the town of Remexio and the area then
bombed(22/12/76).

Two-day series of Indonesian attacks on Remexio begin &
are only repulsed after 6 houses had been destroyed & 7
Indonesian soldiers are killed. (22/12/76)

Indonesian attack on Loilu (near Baucau); 19 Indonesian

troops killed.(22/12/76)
Naval bombardment of Remexio area: 'no damage*. Another
Indonesian attack on Loilu - local population used as a

shield by Indonesian troops; 26 Indonesians killed. Then

14

15

16

17

in action near Liquica, 7 Indonesian and 1 Falintil were
killed. Naval bombardment of the area followed.(22/12/76)

18 Fretilin attack destroys Indonesian camp near Remexio,
killing 23 Indonesian troops. Another Indonesian attack
near Liquica repulsed with 4 Indonesians killed(22/12/76)
While Fretilin attacks on Bazartete and Fatobela kjill 14 Indonesians. (24-30/12/76)

19 A further clash near Remexio as Fretilin halt an Undonesian advance toward Samalete,

killing 15 Indonesians(22/12/76). Meanwhile helicopters dropped "Christmas cards"
calling for integration and for Fretilin to surrender, on 5 towns: Liquica, Ossu,
Uatolari, Uato Carabau and Quelicai.(22 & 24-30/12/76)

21 Two women and 4 children escape from Venilale bringing reports of Indonesian brutality
and starvation there.(24-30/12/76)

22 Beginning of protracted period of fighting on the Lois River. First reports spoke of
a 6-day 'battle' wherein 94 Indonesian and 3 Falintil soldiers were killed.(24-30/12/
76).Then a final report spoke of 321 Indonesian troops being killed in this area be
tween Dec 22 & Jan 10.(16/1/77) Other reports: Warplanes arrive in Dili; the Indones
ian-controlled Radio Dili resumes transmission - this time from Kupang in West Timor.
The hospital in Baucau was reported to be desperately short of medical supplies and
the population there was being brutally treated. (24-30/12/76) _ ]_g _
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24 Indonesian attempts to capture a farm at Vatoboro

in Maubara area, and to clear the road to the

Lois River, were defeated by Fretilin, in spite
of mortar and rocket fire. 30 Indonesian troops
killed.(1-7/1/77) Large convoys of vehicles
move from Ermera to Ailieu. Indonesian advance

on Railaco halted and 26 Indonesian troops killed
No Fretilin casualties. (24-30/12/76)

25 Two jets bombed and straffed the Lois River area.

One Falintil killed in Indonesian ambush in the

Railaco area.(24-30/12/76) Fretilin again retake
the village of Remexio, inflicting heavy losses
on Indonesian troops who fled towards Dili.
(5/1/77)

26 Two jets again bombed and straffed the Lois River area.(31/12/76)
Beginning of another 6-day 'battle'. This time near Laga. Total
Indonesian troops killed in this period is 129. There are no de
tails of Fretilin casualties.(5/1/77)(The major action of this
period is fought oiihe road to, and near, Baguia on Dec 29-which see. This road is to
be the scene for a whole series of clashes during Jan,'77 ~ed)

28 27 Indonesian troops in a Fretilin attack on Motaulum,near Bazartete.(1-7/1/77)

29 In the main action of the "Laga-road battle", 64 Indonesian troops were killed in a
Fretilin ambush near Baguia. Fretilin overcame 2 tanks and heavy mortar fire to ef
fect this.(1-7/1/77) In the Lois river area, 7 Indonesian troops killed.(7/1/77)

30 Aircraft again bombed the Lois River area.(1-7/1/77) Unspecified number of people
escape from concentration camp in Venilale.(12/1/77)

31 Encirclement of Indonesian troops in Lois River area now complete and now said to
be cut off from reinforcements except from the air. (1-7/1/77)

Other military clashes in which a total of 13^ Indonesian and 8 Falintil soldiers were
killed, occured at: Ai Daclaran; Manatutu; Namata; Lulutemer; Betano*; Ailieu; Soibada;
Turiscai, Uaiali; Somasse River; Cova Lima; Fatomean; Ermera*; Atsabae; AItobarrique-;
Same; Darupau; Noropu; LosPalos*; Kudamano; Fatolulic*. (Note: * = multiple entries-ed)

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat January 1977

1 In a 2-day series of Fretilin attacks in the Maubara

area, 3 Indonesians were taken prisoner and 20 were
killed.(5/1/77)

2 At Saibaie in Maubara region, 6 Indonesian troops
were killed in Fretilin attack. (5/1/77) Two jets
bombed the Cailaco area, (7/1/777)

3 Important documents and war materials captured near Quelicai in Fretilin ambush, in
which several tanks and 1 armoured car were destroyed and 26 Indonesian troops were
killed. (12/1/77)

5 Indonesian attack on Railaco repulsed with 5 Indonesian troops
killed. (7/1/77)

7 In today's broadcast a report on Dili: Unrest amongst Indones
ian troops. Timorese there had bad medical supplies and had to
undergo forced labour even though many were sick. An indicat
ion of food prices: a chicken-300; a sheep-1000; a pig-1500,
escudos respectively.(Other reports on Betano andiErmera-ed.)

8 At Barita, near Ossu, Indonesian ambush detected and Fretilin

counterattack kills 12 Indonesian soldiers.(12/1/77)

10 Lois River and Maubara areas come under naval bombardment.

(16/1/77)

11 Two jets bombed the Maubara area. (16/1/77)

13 Three Falintil ambush Indonesian convoy on the outskirts of
Baucau, destroying 1 heavy truck and killing 4 Indonesian
soldiers.(30/1/77)

15 Near Bazartete, 15 Indonesian troops killed in Fretilin at
tack. (20/1/77) Report of a number of Indonesian troops
drowning while attempting to cross the Lois River by night.
(16/1/77) Outskirts of Venilale, at Bakaturi, come under In

donesian mortar fire. Afemale escapee from here tells of cap-
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15 (cont.) tured population being brutally treated and forced to work

in spite of starvation.(27 &28/1/77)
16 Report in today's broadcast on Maubara area: Indonesian troops

forced to withdraw from:Barbazae; Taebaer; Fatohae; Ilhoe; Bikosh;

Bagaesh; Mazurake; Litole - from these localities the retreat
moved toward the Lois River which now blocks this path.

20 Uato Carabau came under mortar fire - "no damage". (28/1/77)
21 An Indonesian soldier killed at Venilale and a spy eliminated in

Uato Carabau. (28/1/77)
26 Indonesian troops killed in fierce fighting around Uato Cara
bau which came under mortar fire. Another 4 Indonesian soldiers
were killed in a night-time attack on the village.(28/1/77)

A dawn attack with two tanks and two armoured cars succeeded in
taking the 'old colonial residence' at Uato CArabau.(28/1/77)
Fretilin defensive action prevented the landing of troops from a
warship off the coast to the west of Laga.(30/1/77)

27 Two jet fighters bombed Baguia: killing one and wounding two
people.(30/1/77)

31 72 Indonesian troops were killed in fighting around Baguia over
the last 8 days(20/2/77).
Other military clashes in which 352 Indonesian soldiers were re

ported killed occurred in LosPalos**; Baucau;Halalato; Bolobero;
Buno; Cova Lima; Bobonaro**; Ermera; Railaco; Laulia; Bazartete;
Ualito; Venilale; Quelicai. (* = multiple entries. Note : The UN am
bassador for Indonesia, Sani, visited Dili in early January. Despite

intense efforts by Indonesian officials only 200 East Timorese turned out for the
staged welcome.(6/2/77)

22

23

An apology for the chronology of events according the Radio Maubere ending at the end
of January. Will endeavour to bring this up to date in the next issue. - M.H.

U.S. AID TO INDONESIA WILL IT STOP? REFERENCES: (From page 8)

1. International Policy Report. Vol.3 No.l. 6. "PM", A.B.C. Radio. March 18, 1977
January 1977. 7. Phillipines Liberation Courier,

2. Tribune (Aust.). March 2, 1977. February, 1977
3. 'A.M. ', A.B.C. Radio, March 4, 1977.
4. "Report from Asia", A.B.C. Radio.

April 17, 1977
5. Aust. Financial Review. March 16, 1977

8. International Policy Report. Vol.2 No.3,
December 1976

9. The Australian. February 26, 1977.
10. The Age (Melb.) August 4, 1976
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